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Comparative and superlative form of adjectives exercises pdf

Practice English grammar, for pre-intermediate and intermediate levels. In this exercise you will practice comparative and wonderful, including spelling and their irregularities. Choose the correct answer sports instructions in the sentences below. Short syllables (one syllable) old, older longer, longer oldest, longest ending
a walke + a big, hotter bigger, hotter largest, hottest two syllable ends in -y ugly, noisy, uglier dirtyer, noisy The most noisy, messiering features longer (with two or more syllables) are accurate, more expensive, more beautifully accurate, more expensive, more beautifully accurate, most expensive, most beautiful with
some two syllables with some descriptions both -er and -est finish and more/more possible. More polite, more polite/more polite, more common/more common polite/polite, most common/common with some two syllables and just a -er or -est end possible. Slim, simpler, clever narrower, simpler, smartest, easiest,
smartest good better best bad worst far more /farthest/farthest buy a download package of our workouts (before doing exercises you may want to read lessons in comparisons and superlatives) related materials: comparisons and superlatives. Home Contents » English Grammar » Feature Level: Our beginner's adaptive
features use comparative features to show change or comparison: the car is definitely better, but it's much more expensive. i feel happy now . We need a bigger garden, we use a time when we want to compare one thing to the other: he's two years older than me. New York is much bigger than Boston. He is a better
player than Ronaldo. France is a bigger country than Britain. When we want to describe how something or someone changes, we can use two comparisons to it and: the balloon got bigger and bigger. Things get more and more expensive. Grandpa looks older and older. We often use comparative testimonials to show
that one thing depends on something else: the faster you drive, the more dangerous it is. (= It's more dangerous when you drive faster.) The higher it went, the colder it became. (= it got colder when it went higher.) Comparative 1 Matching_MTQxNzI=. Comparative 2 GapFillTyping_MTQxNzM = Wonderful we used it
with a wonderful phone: it was the happiest day of my life. Everest is the highest mountain in the world. This is the best movie I've seen this year. I have three sisters: John is the oldest and Angela is the youngest. Super Oaract 1 MultipleChoice_MTk4Njg= Super 2 How to compare and super we usually add –er and –est
to a syllable of words to compare and superlatives: old oldest oldest longest longer if a description ends in We add –r or –st: the more beautiful big nicest is the largest if a deity ends in the wak and aligns, we are twice aligned: the larger largest fat fat fat is fattest if a deotencies ends in a alignment and –y, We changed -
y to - me and add - er or - est: happier happier happiest sillier silliest we use more and more to compare and superlatives for more two syllables and for all syllables With three or more syllables: more accurately more interesting interestingly the most interesting however, with these two common syllables, you can either



add –er/–r and –est/–st or use more and more : Rampant cruel gentle handsome likely slim pleasant polite simple fool he is definitely more handsome than his brother. His brother is handsome but more handsome. He's one of the most paralyzed people I've GapFillTyping_MTQyMzc ever met. To build a comparative
form of pages (such as 'bigger' or 'more expensive') and superformats (such as 'largest' or 'most expensive'), we first need to know how many syllables are in the form. Syllables with a syllable usually add 'er' to make a matching shape if a syllable has only one syllable. We add 'est' to the wonderful form. There →
cleansing/cleansing → colder/coldest smaller →/smaller → youngest →/youngest → taller/tallest of some spelling changes. If there is a walk and follows a alignment at the end of the raging, we often double the alignment. Wet → Wetter / Wettest → Bigger Big → / Hottest Hottest → Thinner / Thinner / Thinnest If Raging
Ends in 'y', this often changes to 'I'm'. If it ends in 'e', we won't add another 'e', just 'r'. nice → nicer / nicest large → larger / largest Even when the adjective has only one syllable, it's still not wrong to use 'more' or 'most'. It is possible to say 'wetter' or 'tallest'. This is not incorrect. There are a few syllables that we should
use 'more' or 'more' with, even if they only have one syllable. We can't add 'er' or 'est'. Fun → more fun/fun (not funnest/ funnest) Real → more real/real (not more real/truest) Right → More right/ Straightest (not more straighter/ Straightest) → More wrong/ More wrong (no more wrong/ most incorrect) features with two
syllables with two syllables we generally use 'more' or 'more'. Be → more/more be careful → more bored/more bored but some two syllables can be 'er' or 'est'. It's also good to use 'more' (for comparison) or 'more' (for extras). Clever → / Smartest → Easier / Slim → narrower/narrowest relaxed → calmer/calmest syllable
with two syllables that at the end of 'y' can usually add 'er' or 'est' (y generally changes to me). It's also good to use 'more' or 'more'. Dirty → Dirtyer / Filthiest Beautiful → More Beautiful / Most Beautiful Happy → Happier / Happiest Ugliest → Uglier / Ugliest Features with More Than Two Syllables With More Than Two
Syllables Can Only Compare Yourself Using 'More' and Your Super Using 'More'. Beautiful → / Most beautiful smartest → smarter / Smartest → funnier / Funniest expensive → more expensive / Most expensive irregular raging there are also some irregular. We just have to learn → → → → → → → → → → better
exercise about making comparisons here. Read here about how to use adaptive effects. Read here about how to use super traverses. Do you need more practice? Get more complete English grammar with our courses. English Exercises &gt; Comparisons/Superlatives complete 4 sentences with the current simple form
of verbs in parentheses. Use contractions if possible. Possible.
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